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U ([]; [S]; A) dt d
n
x = 0 ; (11)
which can be rewrite in:
@ 
@ t






U ([]; [S]; A) dt d
n
x ; (12)





















If the nonlinear potential U depends on S only trough its
derivatives, the r.h.s of Eq. (12) vanish and its became
a continuity equation of the eld :
@ 
@ t
+r  J = 0 ; (14)






Following the Noether theorem, Eq. (14) implies the ex-
istence of a symmetry for the system. The action A is
invariant over global transformation of the U (1) group:
 !  
0
=  exp(i ). We remark that this symmetry
exists only if the nonlinear potential U depend on S only
through its derivatives.
















where the covariant current J

is given by: J


(c ;  J ).
Now we will introduce a nonlinear and nonlocal trans-
formation whose eect is to eliminate the imaginary part
of the nonlinearity in the NLSE so that the particle cur-
rent associated to the new transformed Schrodinger equa-
tion assumes the standard bilinear structure. As it will
be shown, this can be performed in two dierent ways:
or by a unitary transformation acting on the eld  or
by a gauge transformation acting on the eld A

.
We start by considering the transformation acting on
the eld  :
 (t; x)! (t; x) = U([]; [S]; A) (t; x) ; (17)
which allows to eliminate the imaginary part W of the
nonlinearity in the evolution equation (8), and to stan-
dardize the expression of the current:
J ([]; [S]; A)! J (; rs; A) =
e
m c
(rs  A)  :(18)




, can be written as:




 ([]; [S]; A)

; (19)


















Eq. (20) imposes a condition on the form of the nonlin-






























x = 0 ;
(21)
for all i; j = 1;    ; n. We remark that the condition
(21) select the potential U ([]; [S]; A) and the nonlinear
systems where we can perform the transformation (17).
From Eqs. (17) and (19) it is easy to obtain the phase s
of the new eld :
s = S + ([]; [S]; A) ; (22)
while the modulo of  is equal to the modulo of  , be-
cause of the unitariety of the transformation. If Eq. (22)
is invertible, we can express the old phase S as a func-
tional of ; s and A: S = S([]; [s]; A).
From Eq. (8) and taking into account Eqs. (17), (19)












W ([]; [s]; A) ; (23)
where the real nonlinearity
f
W is given by:
f


















with W  W ([]; [S([]; [s]; A). As a consequence of
Eq. (23), the continuity equation becomes:
@ 
@ t
+r J = 0 : (25)














where now also the source J

 (c ;  J ) results lin-
earized.




A!  = A r : (27)
It is well know that the gauge eld is the fundamental
quantity of the theory, while the physical informations
are carried out by the tensor eld F

[9]. We require




















When ;  are spatial indices, Eq. (28) is satised if Eq.
(21) still holds. When  or  is equal to zero, Eq. (28)















where  is given by Eq. (20). Then, from Eq. (8), and









 +W ([]; [S]; ) ; (30)







and the real nonlinearity is:























(rS   )  ; (32)
obeys the continuity equation:
@ 
@ t
+r  I = 0 : (33)














 (c ;  I).
In order to show how the method above described can
be used, we consider the canonical subclass of the Doeb-








































= ( i h=2m) ( 

r   r 

) is the standard
quantum-mechanical current,  is a diusion coeÆcient,
and  a dimensionless coupling constant. Eq. (35) is














It is easy to verify that the current j associated to Eq.




   r ; (37)
and obeys to the continuity equation:
@ 
@ t
+r  j = 0 ; (38)
which is the well-known Fokker-Planck equation. In the
case of interacting charged particles, Eq. (35) must be







































whose associated nonlinear potential is given by:
U ([]; [S]; A) =
 e
2 c






































The current J of the system (39) assumes the form J =
J
0




 (rS  A)   r : (42)














































We note that the transformation (43) is the same pre-
viously introduced by Doebner and Goldin [3, 4]. The
4problem concerning the elimination of the imaginary part
in the nonlinearity of Doebner-Goldin equation has been
considered previously in Ref. [6].
Equation (44) can be obtain considering the gauge



















r[(rS   ) ] : (46)
We conclude the discussion on the gauged Doebner and
Goldin equation, by observing that Eq. (44) can be writ-


















. The procedure used to
transform Eq. (44) into Eq. (47) is the same used in the
case A

= 0, described in Ref. [10].
In conclusion we have shown here two dierent ways
to reduce the complex nonlinearity of a NLSE into a real
one. In order to obtain this, we can perform a nonlinear
unitary transformation on the matter eld of Eq. (17)
or, alternatively, by performing a transformation on the
gauge eld (27). As a working example of the method
here discussed we have considered the gauged Doebner
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